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DUE DILIGENCE FRAMEWORK DOCUMENT FOR EURONIXA

1. PURPOSE

Due diligence is defined as an investigation of a potential investment or product to confirm all facts.
These facts can include such items as reviewing all financial records, past company performance, plus
anything else deemed material. For individual investors, such as EURONIXA, doing due diligence on a
potential start-up investment is voluntary, but recommended.

This document will discuss the nine most important steps to follow when evaluating a start-up company
for its incorporation into the portfolio of EURONIXA investment fund.

2. DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS

2.1. Company Capitalization

First, the market capitalization of the company should be calculated, which should show how big the
company is by calculating the total dollar market value of its outstanding shares. In case no shares are at
stake, heuristic methods can be used to calculate such value. This evaluation is critical as it will show how
broad the ownership of the start-up might be, and the potential size of the company's end markets. For
example, large-cap and mega-cap companies tend to have more stable revenue streams and less
volatility. Mid-cap and small-cap companies, meanwhile, may only serve single areas of the market and
may have more fluctuations in their stock price and earnings.

At this step, it is recommendable to EURONIXA´s officers to accumulate information that will set the
stage for everything to come. When starting to examine revenue and profit figures, the information
gathered about the start-up's market capitalization will give some perspective.

In case the start-up is listed in the stock market, it should be elucidated which stock exchange do the
shares trade on. This information along with market capitalization should help answer basic questions,
such as whether you can own the shares in your current investment accounts.

2.2. Revenue, Margin Trends

It should be looked into the revenue, profit, and margin trends, particularly in the past two years at a
financial news site that allows to easily search for detailed start-up information using the start-up name
or ticker symbol. Usually, sites provide for historical charts showing the start-up's price fluctuations over
time, plus they give the price-to-sales (P/S) ratio and the price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio.

The profit margins should be also reviewed to see if they are generally rising, falling, or remaining the
same. This information may be found by going directly to the start-up´s website and searching their
investor relations section for their quarterly and annual financial statements. This information will come
into play more during the next step.
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2.3. Competitors and Industries

Once the size of the start-up is and the revenue is established, it's time to size up the industries it
operates in and with whom it competes. It is suggested to compare the margins of two or three
competitors. Every start-up is partially defined by its competitors. Just by looking at the major
competitors in each line of the company's business (if there is more than one), it will be possible to
determine how big the end markets are for its products.

Information about the start-up's competitors can be found on most major stock research sites, i.e.
normally the stock exchanges list the start-up's competitors along with direct comparisons of certain
metrics for the companies.

If the start-up is not listed in the stock market, a deeper internet analysis should be done in order to
identify potential competitors. It will be beneficial to choose a minimum of three competitors in order to
draw valuable conclusions.

2.4. Valuation Multiples

Variable valuation multiples could be searched, in case the start-up is listed in the stock market, e.g. the
price/earnings to growth (PEG) ratio. P/E ratios can also form the initial basis for looking at valuations.
While earnings can and will have some volatility (even at the most stable companies), valuations based
on trailing earnings or current estimates are a yardstick that allows instant comparison to broad market
multiples or direct competitors. At this point, it may be possible to get an idea if the start-up is a "growth
stock" versus "value stock as well as to have a general sense of how profitable the company is.

Not to be used in isolation, the P/E should be looked at in conjunction with other variables, according to
the data given by the stock exchanges, e.g. the price-to-book (P/B) ratio, the enterprise multiple, and the
price-to-sales (or revenue) ratio. These multiples highlight the valuation of the start-up as it relates to its
debt, annual revenues, and the balance sheet.

In case the start-up is not listed in a stock exchange, heuristic methods could be applicable as to the way
of calculating the valuation multiples.

2.5. Management and Ownership

As part of performing due diligence, it is recommendable to analyze the start-up's management and
ownership. For instance, it could be elucidated if the start-up is still run by its founders, or if it has a
management board. The age of the company is a big factor here, as younger companies tend to have
more of the founding members still around. Consolidated bios of top managers or founders should be
watched carefully in search of broad experiences they have.

It will be also recommendable to see, to the extent possible, if founders and managers hold a high
proportion of shares, and what amount of the float is held by institutions. Institutional ownership
percentages indicate how much analyst coverage the start-up is getting as well as factors influencing
trade volumes. High personal ownership by top managers should be considered as a plus. Shareholders
tend to be best served when the people running the start-up have a stake in the performance of the
stock.
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2.6. Balance Sheet Exam

If balance sheets are found, it should be reviewed the start-up's consolidated balance sheet to see the
overall level of assets and liabilities, paying special attention to cash levels (the ability to pay short-term
liabilities) and the amount of long-term debt held by the start-up. A lot of debt is not necessarily a bad
thing and depends more on the company's business model than anything else.

Some companies (and industries as a whole) are very capital intensive, while others require little more
than the basics of employees, equipment, and a novel idea to get up and running. It should be looked at
the debt-to-equity ratio to see how much positive equity the company has. It can also be compared with
the competitors' debt-to-equity ratios to put the metric into a better perspective. Reading the footnotes
that accompany the financial statements and the management's discussion in the quarterly/annual
report can shed some light on the situation.

2.7. Stock Price History

An additional point to consider, in case the start-up is listed in the stock market, is to analyze both short-
term and long-term price movement. This outlines what kind of profit experience the average owner of
the stock has seen, which can influence future stock movement. Stocks that are continuously volatile
tend to have short-term shareholders, which can add extra risk factors to certain investors.

2.8. Expectations

This due diligence step is a sort of "catch-all," and requires some extra digging. It would be
recommendable to find how revenue and profit estimates are for the next two to three years, long-term
trends affecting the industry, and start-up-specific details about partnerships, joint ventures, intellectual
property, and new products and services. News about a product or service on the horizon may be
interesting as well.

2.9. Risks

Lastly, EURONIXA should evaluate the outstanding legal or regulatory matters which may affect the start-
up being analyzed. Long-term and short-term risks should be assessed, as EURONIXA should keep a
healthy mindset at all times, picturing worst-case scenarios and their potential outcomes on the stock or
valuation of the start-up.


